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Ceramic Brackets

The conﬁdence
you want, the
smile you deserve.

The Beginning of a New You!

Ovation C Low-Proﬁle Design

Congratulations on your decision to pursue
orthodontic treatment! Getting your teeth
straightened is an investment in you that will
last a lifetime. Ovation C ceramic braces are
made from a translucent ceramic that allows
the natural color of your teeth to show through.
They are then ﬁnished to resist staining for easy
cleaning. With Ovation C you can smile with
conﬁdence that your new smile is right around
the corner.

Ovation C braces are designed to ﬁt seamlessly
into your life. With their translucent ceramic,
rounded corners and low proﬁle design, many
people feel that Ovation C brackets look
and feel less intrusive than metal brackets.
Treatment with Ovation C is an ideal option for
anyone who might want a discrete alternative.

Ovation C and
Adult Orthodontics
If you’re an adult considering orthodontics,
you’re not alone. Today more than 25% of
orthodontic patients are adults. With their
esthetic and low proﬁle design, Ovation C is an
ideal treatment option for patients of every age.
It can change how the world sees you…and how
you see the world!

Ovation Advantages
• Natural looking smile during treatment
• Low proﬁle brackets
• Enhanced comfort
• Easy to keep clean
• The smile you’ve always wanted

